ALL SAFETY ASSEMBLIES SOLD BY THERMO VALVES CORPORATION ARE ENGINEERED PRODUCTS DESIGNED FOR USE IN SPECIFIED PRODUCTS AND MUST ONLY BE USED IN PRODUCTS SOLD OR MANUFACTURED BY THERMO VALVES CORPORATION.

THese products must be installed according to manufacturer’s specifications as shown below and incorrect installation may result in a potentially life threatening situation or the pressure relief device may not activate at the intended pressure. These products should only be installed by individuals knowledgeable and trained in correct installation procedures.

INSTRUCTIONS

When replacing a safety assembly, always insure that the safety assembly you are installing is the correct safety assembly for the cylinder according to the test pressure of the cylinder. If you are unsure if the safety assembly is the correct one, do not replace the safety assembly. Carefully inspect all valve safety and safety plug areas for wear, nicks or scratches. The safety assembly is designed to be tightened one time only and may not be reused if the safety assembly is removed, loosened or unscrewed for any reason.

The safety assembly must be installed using a correct torque wrench and the safety assembly tightened to 80 – 100 inch pounds of torque. (Equivalent to 6.6 – 8.3 ft pounds)